CHARACTERS
DO YOU WANT TO CREATE YOUR OWN
SCRATCH BLOCKS?
Experiment with the Make a Block feature in
Scratch! In this project, you will create your own
blocks that define two behaviors for two different
characters.

START HERE
! Choose from the library, paint, or upload two sprite
characters.
! Click on the Make a Block button in the More Blocks
category to create and name your block.
! Add blocks under the Define block to control
what your custom block will do.
! Experiment with using your block to program
your characters’ behaviors.
! Repeat!

THINGS TO TRY
! Feeling stuck? That’s okay! Check out this video to get started with
the Make a Block feature: http://bit.ly/makeablock
! Explore other projects in the Characters Studio to see what new
blocks others have created.
! Sometimes there can be more than one way of defining the same
behavior. Experiment with different block combinations to try out
multiple options and outcomes.

FINISHED?
+ Add your project to the Characters Studio:
http://scratch.mit.edu/studios/475545
+ Challenge yourself to do more! Experiment
with adding different characters and behaviors
using the Make a Block feature.
+ Help a neighbor!

CONVERSATIONS
WHAT ARE DIFFERENT WAYS TO
COORDINATE INTERACTIONS BETWEEN
SPRITES?
In this activity, you'll explore different ways
to program sprites to have conversations!
Experiment with timing and explore using
broadcast by remixing a joke project.

START HERE
! Look inside the Penguin Jokes project:
http://scratch.mit.edu/projects/10015800
! Investigate the code to see how the wait and say
blocks are used to coordinate the conversation.
! Remix the project to use the broadcast and when I
receive blocks instead of wait blocks.
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THINGS…

! Brainstorm ideas with a neighbor! Generate a list of
possible solutions and test them out together.
! Try using the broadcast and when I receive blocks in
different parts of your project.
! Explore projects in the Conversations studio to get
inspiration for different ways to coordinate conversations
between sprites.

FINISHED?
+ Add your project to the Conversations studio:
http://scratch.mit.edu/studios/475547
+ Challenge yourself to do more! Add other characters and
conversations.
+ Share your project with a neighbor and walk them through your
process of exploration and design.
+ Help a neighbor!

SCENES
WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
STAGE AND SPRITES?
In this activity, you will create a project that
experiments with backdrops, like a story with
multiple scenes or a slideshow.

START HERE
! Choose from the library, paint, or upload multiple
backdrops into your project.
! Experiment with blocks from the Looks and Events
categories to initiate switching backdrops.
! Add scripts to the stage and sprites to coordinate
what happens when the backdrop changes in your
project!

THINGS TO TRY
! Look for blocks under the sprites and the
stage related to backdrop and test them out
to see what they do!
! Need more inspiration? Explore the Scratch
online community to discover projects that
use multiple backdrops.

FINISHED?
+
+
+
+

Add your project to the Scenes Studio: http://scratch.mit.edu/studios/475550
Challenge yourself to do more! Add more backdrop changes to your project.
Help a neighbor!
Return to one of your previous projects or find a project you are inspired by and
remix it by adding switching backdrops.

PASS IT ON
WHAT CAN WE CREATE BY BUILDING ON
OTHERS’ WORK?
In this project, you will start developing an
animated story project, and then you will
pass the story on to others to remix, extend,
or reimagine!

START HERE
! Work on a story project that focuses on characters,
scene, plot, or whatever element excites you.
! After 10 minutes, save and share your project
online.
! Rotate & extend another story project by remixing it.
! Repeat!

THINGS TO TRY
! Brainstorm different possibilities for remixing,
extending, or reimagining a story. Do you want
to add a new scene to the end? Could you
imagine what happens before the story begins?
What if a new character was added? How about
inserting a plot twist? What else?

BLOCKS TO PLAY WITH

! Adding comments in your code can help others understand different
parts of your program. To attach a comment to a script, right click on a
block and add a description.

FINISHED?
FINISHED?
FINISHED?
+ Add your project to the Pass It
On studio: http://

scratch.mit.edu/studios/475543

+ Help a neighbor!
+ Return to all the projects you
contributed to and check out
how the stories evolved!

